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Introduction

Today, life-long learning is crucial for gaining new knowledge and skills in an ever-changing society and it doesn’t necessarily happen in formal education environments. As a matter of fact, the majority of adult learning occurs informally (Livingstone, 2000) and technology is key in attaining these experiences. Although informal learning is not a new concept, social technologies enabled new opportunities that were not possible in the past and even “blurred the distinction between formal and informal learning” (Dron & Anderson, 2014, p.19). Many scholars (Czerkawski & Hernandez, 2011; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Kassens-Noor, 2012; Veletsianos & Navarrete, 2012) also emphasize the social nature of informal learning in the digital age, as student experiences are widely influenced by social technologies. For instance,
today’s students use instant messaging, visit websites, listen to music, play games, and download materials as a means of informal learning (Lai, Khaddage, & Knezek, 2013), and all these methods are key for social interaction.

Opinions vary in regards to differentiating formal and informal learning environments. Some scholars find difficulty differentiating as, “when learning takes place, elements of both informal and formal learning are present” (Manuti, Pastore, Scardigno, Giancaspro, & Morciano, 2015, p.12). The advancement in network technologies and ubiquity of online courses has created an interwoven and intricate learning ecosystem that makes this differentiation even more difficult. Cox (2013), for instance, states that the distinction between informal leisurely activities and formal homework is becoming blurred due to teachers’ abundant web-based teaching materials. On the other hand, Laurillard (2007) warns that formal and informal environments have very different contexts for learning and students should know the differences to use them effectively. In the new networked environments, it may be impractical to define what formal or informal learning is but instructors are now more than ever trying to understand the affordances of each to create effective learning designs.

In this study, our purpose is to look at the interactions between formal and informal learning networks in online courses in order to inform instructors and instructional designers. We begin our investigation with the description of formal and informal learning environments and learning networks. We then review empirical research trends, followed by an overview of research design and findings. The paper ends with the summary of conclusions along with an illustrated online course design framework. Our main goal is to provide new insights into the design of online instruction relevant to students’ experiences and contribute to the discussions about blending formal and informal learning.

**Background**

The literature on the definition of formal and informal learning is controversial, ambiguous, and invites disagreements among researchers (Colley, Hodkinson, & Malcolm, 2002). In general, formal learning refers to structured, pre-designed learning activities that are facilitated by an instructor while informal learning refers to unstructured, serendipitous, and in most cases, incidental learning (Czerkawski & Hernandez, 2011). Formal learning usually happens in educational institutions and leads to a degree or certification whereas informal learning occurs leisurely outside the classroom and is not assessment-driven.

As web-based social technologies become part of our lives, almost all students act on their personal or professional interests and become part of online learning networks. These networks are formed by connections between entities (Siemens, 2004) and learning networks refer to all technologies used to facilitate learning, whether informal or formal. Today’s college students use them to gain and share knowledge. In most cases, however, it is the informal networks that foster more engaging, self-directed, and curiosity-based experiences (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Ghislandi, Ierardi, Leo, & Spalazzi, 2013; Siemens, 2004). It may be that simply participating in these learning networks is not a means to an end but is in part an end, itself (Evans, 2015). Conversely, though higher education institutions are not
programmed to fully understand learning networks (McCarthy, Miller, & Skidmore, 2004), they have become a major point of interest due to concerns about retention, academic achievement, school completion, workplace preparedness, and students’ dissatisfaction and disconnection from school (Greenhow & Robelia, 2009).

Although the differences between formal and informal learning networks are clear, there are also many overlaps between them. A growing number of scholars (Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, & Freeman, 2015; Jones & Dexter, 2014; Lai et al., 2013) asserted that with the penetration of technologies in our daily lives, it is difficult to differentiate what is formal and what is informal, therefore a holistic approach to these two formats should be considered. Some scholars (Chatti, Agustiawan, Jarke, & Specht, 2012; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Downes, 2010) suggested the use of personal learning environments (PLEs) to blend informal and formal learning networks. Personal learning environments constitute a mixture of web-based “tools, materials and human resources that a person is aware of and uses for life-long learning” (Marín-Juarros, Negre-Bennisar, & Pérez-Garcias, 2014, p. 36) and could be seen as fine examples of learning networks. Through PLEs students can personalize their learning experiences, have full control over what they learn and connect with other peers and experts. Evans (2015) suggested PLEs “can be seen as the operationalization of connectivism” (p. 32), the key aspect being the reciprocity between participants rather than the authority or expertise held by one member.

Because of the flexibility and student control in PLEs they tend to represent more informal learning experiences and serve as a buffer between stagnant and instructor-centered online courses. Mott and Wiley (2009) suggested use of open learning networks (OLN) to eliminate limitations of course managements systems (CMS) that are used in almost all online courses. OLNs are hybrids of CMSs and PLEs “with the potential to leverage the affordances of the Web to improve learning dramatically” (Mott & Wiley, 2009, p.3). Alternatively, others (Jones, Scanlon, & Clough, 2013; Khaddle, Lanham, & Zhou, 2009; Santos & Ali, 2012), supported the use of mobile technologies since they are part of almost all college students’ lives. Facer and Sandford (2010) suggested the creation of a curriculum that links formal and informal learning by including:

opportunities for learners to learn and work within meaningful socio-technical networks not wholly within single educational institutions; to be assessed in interaction with tools, resources and collaborators; to develop capacities to manage information and intellectual property, build reputation and trust, develop experience of working remotely and in mediated environments; to create new learning networks; to reflect upon how learning is connected with other areas of personal, social, and working lives and manage and negotiate these relationships; to explore the human–machine relationships involved in socio-technical networks (p.86).

Even though it is intriguing to integrate informal learning, there are challenges. First, all such efforts are confronted by the difficulty of precisely capturing students’ personal experiences. Most higher education institutions do not have any structure or system that measures knowledge and skills gained outside formal environments. At the classroom level, instructors could interview the students or gain understanding through their observations but most efforts are not formally measured or quantified.
Second, students engage in many online activities and interact in networks but not all of these are applicable to formal settings. For instance, after a decade long cross-country analysis within European countries the European Commission (2013) concluded that it is not easy and clear-cut to transfer students’ prior learning experiences because knowledge and skills gained through informal learning are not tangible and transferable to formal settings. Their efforts demonstrated many countries’ willingness to acknowledge students’ prior experiences to enter higher education and they recommended national qualifications frameworks based on learning outcomes, so knowledge, skills and competencies that are transferable to formal settings could be easily identified. For online higher education environments, the European Commission’s recommendation can be used as a guide when blending formal and informal learning networks.

In order to overcome challenges with blending formal and informal learning and effective curriculum design, instructional design principles may guide the online instructors. “Instructional design, as a field, deals with the learning and teaching processes and environments and ways to provide the most efficient and effective instructional experiences to the learners” (Czerkawski, 2013, p.10). Instructional design usually starts with the learner analysis and continues with the determination of instructional objectives, learning activities, and assessment procedures. This paper presented a framework to assist the instructional development process so online instructors can achieve quality of instruction.

Review of Empirical Research Trends

Informal and formal learning research is not new but, their situated context in web-based learning networks is relatively new. The ubiquity of the latest technologies and their use by today’s students has significantly changed students’ learning experiences, continuously mixing formal and informal environments. It is clear that understanding and harnessing social technologies used in learning networks is essential for designing effective and meaningful online courses. Some researchers (Greenhow & Robelia, 2009) argued that there is a disconnect between formal and informal learning environments and formal learning falls short of training students in twenty-first century skills. In a qualitative study conducted by Greenhow and Robelia (2009), the authors concluded that informal learning networks are effective when formulating and exploring various dimensions of a students’ identity. The students that participated in the study have successfully developed twenty-first century skills as defined by International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) (2007) as creativity, communication and collaboration, technological fluency, digital citizenship, problem solving, and research fluency. However, they perceived little connection between their formal learning experiences in the classrooms and informal use of learning networks. Another important finding of this study is that the advantages of social learning networks for academic and career networking were not clear to the participants who need them the most. Almost all students use these networks but little effort is made by the teachers to help students connect informal and formal experiences to their advantage.
Greenhow and Robelia’s (2009) research was conducted using minority students from low income families. There are other research trends that focused on the significance of technology access issues for e-learning, merits of using learning networks, and student’s ability to benefit from them (Cox, 2013). While most learning networks are available to all students, students with low socioeconomic status (SES) benefit less from informal learning. The reason for this is not necessarily related to access to technology but families’ determination and motivation to use web-based networks and value their role in their children’s learning. In this sense, technology doesn’t remove pre-existing inequalities (Mardis, 2013). With the ubiquitous use of mobile technologies by college students Cox argued that it is not the physical access barrier that determines the digital divide in our times anymore but information literacy skills among students that create cognitive divide. Along the same lines, Fox (2013) argued that students’ increasing access to information technology resources created an imbalance between formal and informal learning settings resulting in great variety in technological literacy among students. In other words, instructors and instructional designers no longer can predict the level of student experiences in informal learning networks to inform their online course design, because students come to formal learning settings with a wide range of experiences.

Another major research trend is about the role mobile technologies play in blending formal and informal learning environments. Mobile technologies, by providing anytime anywhere access to e-learning and learning networks, offer new possibilities for student access and enable collaborative, cooperative, and interactive learning. Lai et al. (2013) proposed the Mobile-Blended Collaborative Learning (MBCL) model where strengths of informal learning are used to mitigate weaknesses of formal learning, and vice versa. In this model, mobile tools for collaboration (e.g., Google Apps), coordination (e.g. Twitter), and communication (e.g., Skype, Facebook) created a balanced and flexible environment while blending synergistically formal and informal environments. Along the same lines, Marty et al. (2013) developed a mobile iPad app to foster students’ online digital literacy skills. Using Hobbs’s (2011) competencies, digital literacy skills are defined as access, analyze and evaluate, create, reflect, and act. The findings demonstrated that when technology is closely aligned with digital learning competencies and learning goals, it has the power to blend both learning environments. Cook, Pachler, and Bradley (2008) studied use of mobile technologies by college students and conducted interviews with their students to better understand how informal learning experiences carry to formal learning. In this qualitative case study, student narrative data pointed to two major themes: affective issues (perceptions, motivation, identity attached to mobile device, in this case the smartphone) and transfer to formal learning (collaboration with other students, networking for learning, group work). Students also stated the value of instructor prompts in bridging the informal and formal learning.

In terms of career advancement, instructors have increasingly turned to PLEs or personal learning networks (PLNs)—defined by Visser, Evering, & Barrett (2014) as simply “a system of interpersonal connections and resources” (p. 396)—for myriad reasons. Through a mixed-methods study of academics across nine global, learning- or teaching-centered networks, Wakefield and Dismore (2015) established three major motivations behind academics’ reasons for networking: “an intrinsic interest in pedagogy, pursuing collaborative public and career promotion” (p. 8). Through a collection of interviews, Pataraia, Margaryan, Falconer, and Littlejohn (2015) suggested it is access to and feedback from a diversified
network of their peers, in part due to the perceived benefit in the inclusion of social networks in PLNs as a means of reinforcing desired qualities like “trust, reciprocity and community values” (p. 341) but also because academics may see the joining of these networks as a way to fit perceived norms or expected roles within their field or university.

Within PLNs, instructors may also find the professional development (PD) superior to that of traditional methods that seem anachronistic or antiquated (Visser et al., 2014). One specific and growing example of PLEs or PLNs to provide current, meaningful PD is Twitter. Both a social network and a microblogging platform, Twitter has become a focus of PLN research in recent years, in due to its usefulness in PD (Tur & Marín, 2014). While Visser et al. (2014) found teachers using Twitter in a professional capacity much more than in a personal one, Kist, Tollafield, and Dagistan (2014) warned that those interested in using Twitter for PD first consider seriously the purpose of their PD. Evans (2015) suggests that instructors are progressively likely to be self-driven in PD, making the correct choice in which network to use to bolster identity within a profession all the more significant. Given sufficient participation in these networks, relationships akin to mentor and mentee may even develop (Rodesiler, 2015).

Among the important aspects of teachers choosing learning networks, optimization and evaluation are key. Ivanova, Grosseck, and Holotescu (2012), in a review of relevant literature, identified a number of considerations instructors should make to best use their time and energy. These include the following considerations: the creation of accurate, easily-locatable public profiles to facilitate peer discovery; identifying and maintaining an idea of the desired outcome of network participation; an awareness of his or her own learning methods and styles; an honest view of the network’s norms; and an understanding of how to automate some networking tasks. By being cognizant of these five items, instructors will be more efficient at identifying, evaluating, and thereby effectively using networks for their own professional development and subsequent identification of and transfer into the classroom and formal and informal learning networks of their students.

Regarding instructors’ use of formal and informal learning networks, there is a small amount of recent research. Chen and Bryer (2012), through qualitative interviews, studied instructor perspectives on using social networks for formal and informal learning. Their study showed informal networks were used mostly to enrich classroom discussions and online collaborations in higher education. All instructors also mentioned they and their students’ use of networks for academic and career networking. With regard to the concerns, instructors cited cyber security, privacy, ethical issues, support, time constraints, and technology barriers as major obstacles for integration. Chen and Bryer argue that most online formal learning environments are delivered through a learning management system (LMS) and conventional LMSs offer limited opportunities for true integration of informal learning networks. Lack of connectivity and access to the outside world creates a major blockage for blending informal and formal learning settings.

Some researchers studied the learning strategies used by the students to compare informal and formal learning. In a recent study, Tan (2013) examined the students’ search and evaluation strategies in informal learning environments, more specifically in YouTube, and how the knowledge gained in these
networks transferred to a hybrid formal setting. The semi-structured interviews used in focus groups revealed a few interesting results. First, students still rely on their instructors to identify reliable and academically sound information for them. When the information is varied and abundant, they do not have the right skills to navigate and sift valid from invalid information. Furthermore, students expressed that informal networks provide valuable learning experiences for them but they still prefer and value formal learning settings. Tan argues the importance of supporting and scaffolding students for digital literacy without compromising learner control, enjoyment, and exploration of the informal settings.

Currently the literature acknowledges the importance of informal learning networks and the need for blending the two to create synergistic learning. Informal learning provides a true learner-centered environment where students control with whom they want to be peer up or what they want to learn. On the other hand, in a structured formal environment facilitated by the experts, students are motivated to learn new things and search for more in the informal settings. Clearly, both environments have their merits but there is little research on the interaction between formal and informal networks and more studies are needed “to investigate the extent and impact of informal uses of information technologies on formal e-learning” (Cox, 2013, p.17), which can help instructional designers develop effective online courses. Thus, the present study focuses on this interaction using a survey to generate new insights for the designers. The following research questions guided the study:

1. What formal and informal learning networks are most commonly used by the students and how?
2. What benefits and challenges exist in using formal and informal learning networks?
3. What is the relationship between formal and informal learning as seen by the students and online faculty?

**Research Design**

In this descriptive mixed-method case study, students \( (n = 27) \) and instructors \( (n = 8) \) were surveyed in their use of formal and informal learning networks. The students were graduate students attending an MS in Educational Technology and PhD in Second Language Acquisition programs, respectively, in a research university. Instructors were drawn from the faculty who are teaching in these programs. All but two of the students were experienced online learners taking two or more online courses during their studies and all but one of the instructors had experience teaching online courses. Parallel surveys with 17 items were developed for each participant group, including demographic, Likert-scale and open-ended questions. These questions were written after conducting a careful literature review. After securing the Institutional Review Board (IRB) consent, the surveys were distributed online using the Qualtrics survey program. Because of the low participation in the faculty survey, the results below were mainly summarized for the students. In the summary, research questions are used as a guide.

**Results**
Formal and Informal Learning Networks Used by the Students and Instructors

When asked about the most commonly used informal learning networks, student responses were quite similar: Facebook, Linkedin, Google+, YouTube, Delicious, Piazza, Twitter, Google Apps, Reddit, and professional networks and communities (Figure 1). For formal learning networks, students stated the use of similar programs and added various learning management systems and Coursera to the mix (Figure 2). Four students stated the use of social concept mapping programs as well. These responses show that students use similar learning networks both for formal and informal learning, and learning management systems and concept mapping provide more structure for formal learning.

Figure 1. Informal learning networks identified by students.
When it comes to the self-reported roles played in the learning networks, the students also didn’t express many differences between formal and informal learning networks (Figure 3). The majority of the students stated that they are members and active participants in the networks and they give feedback to the others in the network as well as asking them questions. Only a few students said that they either only lurk or lead the networks.
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In terms of frequency of usage, the vast majority of the students used virtual technologies to increase their learning experiences, they *often* used informal and formal learning networks and they saw high value in using learning networks (Table 1). Since most of these students also worked while pursuing their degrees, they were asked whether their workplace supports use of learning networks. Their responses were evenly distributed from *rarely* to *often*. In another set of questions, the students responded to their experiences with formal learning networks and mentioned their instructors’ support of learning network usage (Table 2). Finally, when asked about learning networks and success in professional settings, the students were undecided, with half of them responding *sometimes*.

Table 1

*Percentage and Type of Student Informal Network Use*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use virtual technologies to advance your learning outside class?</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use learning networks to advance your learning outside class?</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you see value in using learning networks outside the classroom?</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Does the use of informal learning networks enhance your learning in formal environments?  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Does your workplace encourage you to use learning networks?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One student responded N/A.

The instructor survey yielded similar results as the student survey with two exceptions: the inclusion of podcast subscriptions and research networks such as Research Gate and Academia.edu. All instructors listed long lists of networks that focus on their research interests such as CMAP, MLA Commons, and FLTeach. When asked about the informal networks instructors recommend their students use, the results were nearly identical to the informal networks the instructors use, themselves.

Table 2

**Percentage and Type of Student Formal Network Use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use virtual technologies to advance your learning in the classroom?</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use [formal] learning networks to advance your learning outside class?</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you see value in using [formal] learning networks in the classroom?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do your instructors encourage you to use [formal] learning networks?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does your workplace encourage you to use [formal] learning networks?*</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Two students responded N/A.

**Benefits and Challenges of Using Learning Networks**

In this study, students were asked about their opinions on the benefits and challenges of using learning networks using open-ended questions. For the benefits, they stated that in the formal learning networks, they learn from other people they wouldn't have access to otherwise. One student said that “through international connections, distant experts and colleagues, getting diverse perspectives is one of the most valuable benefits to me.” They listed knowledge gathering, collaborations, building connections, learning from others, brainstorming, and reflection as other benefits of formal networks. For the benefits of
informal learning networks, students mentioned similar benefits to formal learning networks but this was also where the results significantly differed. One student said “I use informal learning networks to learn about things that interest me. It's more about getting ideas than collaboration, cooperation or application of knowledge.” A few students mentioned the anonymity of informal learning networks and one said “In informal networks there are no requirements for what needs to be accomplished so I can customize who I speak with depending on what I need to learn.” A few other students mentioned the importance of being connected with those in the field and one student stated that “For me, it is mostly helpful just to have the community there to turn to if I need it, as well as to keep up with what is happening and relevant.”

When asked about challenges with the learning networks, students expressed diverse opinions. For formal learning networks, students stated that diversity of opinions is an issue since there is usually one expectation from all students. Related to this issue, a few students mentioned the validity, reliability, and quality of the opinions expressed in formal networks and stated that the bias of those who are most vocal in the networks could be troubling. A few other students found the formal networks less engaging. One said that “Sometimes it is less motivating since it is required for the class, and content can be less interesting since students are forced to use it and sometimes I write fluff to meet the minimum requirement.” Devoting enough time was also expressed as an issue. For formal networks that are out of one’s institution, one student said this: “The time spent for the webinars are bizarre and inaccessible for me. I feel at a distance and with little motivation for prioritizing them. If my own program were to make these I feel I would be more likely to feel connected to these people I know in real life and attend or record later.”

In regard to the informal learning networks and their disadvantages, most student comments focused around two issues: time needed to filter through unnecessary information and finding the relevant network that meets one’s needs. For the first issue, one student noted: “it is like TMI: each contribute so many links to good sources that it is overwhelming, I’ve read the first paragraph of far too many sites with much to offer and never get back to them.” A slightly different comment is made by another student: “There is often a lot of information and opinions that are not relevant or interesting to me, and this can bog down my time –leading to distractions or a desire to engage less in the community.” Students also mentioned that often they don’t know which networks to join and it takes time to be part of an active community. Finally, one student mentioned the limitations with multi-modality: “One must choose words wisely in order to be understood correctly.”

**Interaction between Formal and Informal Learning Networks**

The survey included two questions, one closed- and one open-ended, about the interaction between formal and informal learning networks. When students asked about the impact of informal learning networks usage on learning in the formal networks, 22 of them stated a positive impact. Their open-ended responses also supported these findings, and many students thought that their experiences in the informal learning networks augmented their formal learning experiences. One student mentioned that his experiences in informal learning networks are helpful to bring back to formal settings and share what he has learned there. Another student said that “My informal ones inform me as to what I want to get in the
formal ones. They help me set my expectations.” Two students found formal and informal networks completely separate and one student expressed poorness of formal networks: “I think these informal networks make the formal ones seem duller, since I have so much more freedom within informal networks and can use them as needed.”

**Conclusions and Discussion**

Though small, this study did derive some conclusions. The students surveyed use established learning networks in and out of the classroom and were well aware of the advantages and disadvantages of both environments. They received encouragement from their instructors to use learning networks and in most courses they were required to use various learning networks. What was lacking though is instructors’ effort to blend informal and formal network usage. Furthermore, they received no guidance or scaffolding for their informal learning network use from their instructors. Their workplace did not present any pressure for usage, either.

There are many inadequacies of formal learning environments that don’t fit into today’s increasingly demanding workplace. Learning networks, especially informal ones, carry opportunities for self-regulated, autonomous, and engaging learning opportunities while offering the most current, authentic, and diverse knowledge and skills. It is important to adapt them in formal settings so students can integrate their prior and current learning experiences gained outside of formal classrooms with higher education courses. Conversely, it should also be remembered that while informal learning networks are beneficial for students, they are not designed with formal education in mind. One of the important findings of this study is that both learning formats have benefits and challenges. In order to effectively design online courses to take advantage of both learning formats, their affordances and constraints should be understood by the instructors who can then bridge the gap. However, further thinking and reflection is needed for teaching.

From an instructional design standpoint, the major issue is to understand learning opportunities provided by both formal and informal education networks and develop learning environments for various learning goals, needs, and situations. Online instruction has the potential to bring together informal and formal learning experiences in social learning networks while serving as an ideal platform for experimentation. This study provided views of college students and professors on informal and formal learning networks and, though the small sample size posed a limitation, most of the expressed opinions can easily be observed in other online college classrooms. Furthermore, the review of the research literature demonstrated that formal and informal learning experiences and their blend is popular among scholars, mostly whose interest is on mobile learning, digital literacy issues, and identity-related implications of learning networks. What was lacking is clear illustration of how this could be done using instructional design principles. Table 3 provides a framework for the online instructors for blending formal and informal learning.

Table 3
## A Framework for Designing Online Courses for Informal-Formal Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blending Informal and Formal Learning Networks</th>
<th>Instructional Objectives</th>
<th>Learning Activities</th>
<th>Assessments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Personal Interests / Professional Goals</td>
<td>• Identify learning objectives with the students</td>
<td>• Create individual profiles on professional sites (e.g. LinkedIn, Research Gate, Google Scholar)</td>
<td>• Create personal blogs/websites to log learning experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify each student's personal objectives and align them with the course objectives</td>
<td>• Use Social Calendar program to set up group goals</td>
<td>• Include regular formative assessments for individual and peer progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Determine flexible procedures to adapt new goals as students set new objectives</td>
<td>• Identify learning and professional networks that are compatible with established learning objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Each student creates an online multimedia database that align with the individual learning goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Social Interaction and Communication</td>
<td>• Discuss expected individual and group goals and appropriate learning networks for these goals</td>
<td>• Students interact in their selected learning networks and report back to class</td>
<td>• Discuss feedback received in the learning networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discuss best roles for each student in the learning networks</td>
<td>• Communicate with experts to gain perspective</td>
<td>• Examine roles of each students in learning networks and how they worked for their goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Integrate class activities with the learning networks</td>
<td>• Discuss strategies to validate information in informal learning networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As seen in Table 3, instructional design offers a comprehensive view of the issue by leveraging learning network technologies and pedagogical design considerations equally and simultaneously. Setting instructional goals and determining appropriate learning networks for the selected goals is the starting point in this framework. These goals need to be selected for individual students and room for diversity should be allowed in the curriculum. Depending on the goals, students may have differing roles in learning networks and attention should be paid to accommodate a wide range of roles. Most interaction and communication activity in learning networks occurs outside of the classroom but discussing and sharing those experiences should be part of the classroom activity. At every level, reflection and evaluation activities should be included to discuss, examine, and evaluate information or experiences gained in the networks. One of the most important parts of this framework is scaffolding. It will be the instructors’ guidance, assistance, and modeling that will help students stay on track and monitor their learning progress. In addition to the instructors, experts outside the classroom can also guide students in their exploration and inquiry.

Clearly, most college classrooms—online or traditional—may not have room for such a flexible and student-centered approach. Not every learning outcome could be achieved using this framework, either. However, in every course a unit of instruction could be devoted for such experiences as a starting point and, depending on the outcomes, more integration activities could be added. More experimentation and empirical research may lead to the creation of a full-fledged model for online instruction.

Although course level frameworks are important, Lai et al. (2013) suggest that “school-wide policies highlighting the relationship between formal and informal learning in relation to technologies have to be developed, involving all the stakeholders in diverse educational contexts” (p. 421). With the support and involvement of the stakeholders, lasting changes to the curriculum could be made. In addition, more research studies that evaluate student experiences in the informal learning networks are needed. These studies could also serve as a selling-point for the stakeholders.
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